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1. Introduction. We have recently established a general method for
constructing elliptic curves over the rational function field k(t) (k any base
field) having relatively high rank (up to 8). Not only can we give the
explicit equation of such an elliptic curve, but also we can write down explicit rational points generating the full Mordell-Weil group.
As a preview and as an illustration of this method, we give here an
example of an elliptic curve E over Q(t) with the Mordell-Weil group
E(Q(t)) of rank 8, together with a set of explicit generators.
More precisely, E(Q(t)) has the structure of a lattice (the Mordell-Weil
lattice), and as such, it is isomorphic to the root lattice of type E, and the
said generators form ".simple roots" in such a lattice.
As we briefly outlined in [2] (see Theorem 7.2), we use the invariants
of the Weyl group W(Es) to define such an elliptic curve. The situation is
quite analogous to the theory of algebraic equations. As everyone knows,
it is not too easy to solve a given algebraic equation, but it is very easy to
write down an algebraic equation with given roots, using the relation of
the roots and coefficients of an equation. Now the latter can be viewed as
the relation of the fundamental invariants of the symmetric group S, or
the Weyl group W(Ar) O type A (r=n--1), to the simpl roots of the root

system of that type.
The same idea, applied to E,, E,
in place of At, yields just as
easily, at least in principle, the elliptic curves over Q(t) or k(t), with rank
having the "prescribed roots", i.e. the prescribed data for genera8, 7,
ting rational points.
Actually the analogy can be pursued further. Just as a "general"
equation of degree n over Q has the Galois group Sn, SO does a "general"
elliptic curve over Q(t) of the form (1) below give the Galois extension of Q
with Galois group W(Es),... or more precisely the Galois representation
on the Mordell-Weil lattice E(k(t)), this time k being the algebraic closure
of Q, whose image is the full Weyl group (cf. [2], Theorem 7.1). Moreover
it seems possible to give explicit examples of such, which we hope to
discuss in future.
2. Example. Consider the elliptic curve over Q(t)

...,

(1)
where

E: y2=x3_+_px+q
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P--Po + pt + p.t + pt
q qo + qt+ qt + qt / t
with
p-- 155000
p 33420503335873008209 / 3
q
173723254873749062036529537322/27;
p
2393504303855112009348803883757600/9
q 2938448420804563733012973745071140527811800/9
P0 56910702821267494453067022817596903029679628750 27
503317681981424142654232875801562192206501441459866858125 / 81
q
q0

3065789217337239459708661339849956373733825337556590228449125 \

6302250000/729.

The Mordell-Weil group E(Q(t)) of this elliptic curve is o rank 8, and
8) of the
is generated by the ollowing 8 rational points P[i] (i=1,
form

...,

x=(t/uY+at+b
y--(t/ u) +ct + dt+e,
where u=u[i] has the prescribed values which are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128
in this example.
With respect to the height pairing defined in [2], hese points orm a
"basis" of the root lattice E in the sense o [1]. There are exactly 240
rational points of the above form, which correspond to the 240 roots o E:
if a root u is a Z-linear combination o u[i] with coefficients n[i], then there
is a unique point P which is the linear combination o P[i] with the same
coefficients n[i].
P[1]
x 1869463004949389679072558025 / 3 (149778401652871 t) / 3 + t
420007645614265274724623414594660041159375 2Y
y
/(5608390718541629235386388625 t)/3--74889200903935 t t
P[2]
x 641728717582426681672638825 / 4--(75997081321517 t) / 6 + t/4,
438925683176273999379980713146019498365625 / 216
y
+ (5775557586950493372919355125 t) 24 (75997082561485 t) 8 + t/8
P[3]
x 1885850540115623599727310275 48--(75216966555443 t) / 24 + t 16,
425542640920874586899734895321362749746875 / 1728
y
+ (5657574625056104057550669625 t) / 192 (75216986393395 t) / 64 -t- t / 64
P[4]
x 1914923388164677503770460475 192- (75794622163847 t) / 96 + t / 64,
435425237919937111567356481319832206884375 / 13824
y
+ (5744841871325782591338240625 t) / 1536
--(75794939472775 t) / 512 + t/512
P[5]
x 654901541538405644813670425 256 (76776054280463 t) 384 + t / 256,

,

+
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y-- --4979118702394812776575706797093452292531’25/1769472
+ (29473013514724163411747725925 t) / 49152
(76777323516175 t2) / 2048 + t / 4096
P[6]
x 2252115747963246175562314475 / 3072 (82303054477727 t) / 1536 + t 1024,
y
556469008749573756382132853359732537 009375 884736
+ (6776026433775344411529618625 t) / 98304
--(82383782246815 t) / 32768 + t3/32768
P[7]
x 4452052971726155595406367275 / 12288
(118990670549183 t) / 6144 + t / 4096,
y
1556576104300468698609401346193033711309375 / 7077888
+ (13892966861564145665253162625 t) 786432
--(120256545050815 t) / 262144 + t/262144
P[8]
x 13125368264931800885834272825 16384

--(419437994481407 t) / 24576 + t / 16384,
40668741063101780315114166127282581845509375 56623104
-{- (1’45035872601221672325410394625 t) 62 91456
(438042719065855 t) / 2097152 + t / 2097152
:. Remarks. ( ) The example given above is perhaps the first
example ever known o an elliptic curve over Q(t) o rank 8, given with a
set of explicit generators o the Mordell-Weil group. For that matter, we
are not sure if a similar example, evea or rank 6 or 7, has been previously

y

known in the literature.
The detailed accounts o our method will be given in the article "Construction o elliptic curves with high rank via the invariants o the Weyl
groups" (in preparation), where we treat also the case of-rank 7 or 6, etc.
(ii) Once we have an elliptic curve over Q(t) with rank r, we can
specialize t to rational numbers to obtain an infinite amily o elliptic
curves defined over Q with rank at least r, or all t in Q with only finitely
many exception, by a result due to N6ron, Tare and Silverman (cf. [3]).
For our example ot rank 8, we have 8 Q-rational points on each specialized
curve which are independent for almost all t in Q. Further, with respect
to the canonical height on E(Q), the (partial) regulator o these points has
the asymptotic behavior
lim det (<P[i], Pt[]]}/h(t))=l/2
as the height h(t) of t goes to infinity.
(iii) Though our construction method is simple, to carry out the
computation we need a reasonably smart computer. We wish to thank
A. Furukawa for his help in computation.
Added in Proof. The reason why the coefficients in the given example
are so huge is as follows: first, the analogy of our method with the theory
of algebraic equations, mentioned in the introduction, will explain that it is
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...,

natural to a certain extent; second, the initial data here (u[1] 1,
u[8]
128) are so chosen to satisfy the non-degeneracy condition stated in [2],
Theorem 7.2. The first reason is inevitable, but we hve recently improved
the non-degeneracy condition, which allows one to produce examples with
much smaller digits. This will be included in the paper in preparation.
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